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A film by Julia Bünter

Fiancées follows three women in Egypt on
the long and complicated path towards
marriage. While capturing this turning point,
the film draws a portrait of Cairo’s modern
society, in which today’s generation must face
the pressure of unshakable tradition together
with their own desire for greater freedom.

Synopsis
Cairo, a city of more than 20 million people, has recently gone through
multiple political, cultural and economic upheavals, forcing Egyptian
society to reinvent itself.
In Egypt, young people don’t live on their own and it’s only after they
get married that they can leave their parent’s home to create their
own household. Whatever their intimate feelings might be, marriage
is an inevitable step towards independence. The film follows
the path towards marriage through the telling of three couples.
Batool and Bassam are aspiring actors struggling to maintain a
balance in their relationship. The wait for an apartment and their
family’s pressure weakens their harmony.
Marize and Ramy are Christians that have privileged backgrounds.
Their dream is a perfect marriage and access to sexuality. They
want to use contraception while following the traditions imposed
by religion. They represent the youth that is influenced both by
the western and traditional world.
Randa and Abdelrahman have a Muslim traditional background
and wish for more freedom in their daily lives. Randa’s claims about
gender equality collide with the beliefs of Egyptian society.

Director’s note
I moved to Cairo to make this film in 2015. I fell in love with this country and its capital city, its social structure which has a fascinating
complexity and contradictions that can be as charming as irritating.

Moreover, even if these young couples don’t question the institution
of marriage, they do raise questions and it is precisely those moments
of doubts that are interesting to me.

Instead of presenting marriage as the union of two beings for eternity, Egyptian society bears a form of violence for the individual, however,
Fiancées uses marriage as a pretext to talk about men and women, it is not in my opinion a «clash of civilizations». Marriage-related
and the social pressures young couples face every day.
social pressure also exists in Switzerland. It is simply more striking
in Egypt, and more importantly it takes a different form. The film
Egypt is currently evolving, and its society is torn between a western explores this alterity without judging it, nor condemn it, but asserting
ideal of freedom and the desire to respect the traditional male and
my point of view on certain questions. In presenting the paradoxes
female roles. In Fiancées, I explore these changes while questioning and contradictions of my characters, I hope that their humanity will
the universality of relationship between men and women. In disstand out, beyond the differences. Between humor and the emotion
covering the aspects of marriage in this country, I was struck by the induced by the importance of the stakes, I wanted a film that is dense,
harshness of social constraint and its intrinsic violence for individuintense and light at the same time, just like Cairo and my characters.
als. Nevertheless, I have not considered the necessity of marriage
as a problem that young Egyptians should get rid of in order to live
By releasing the intimate and sincere voice of those characters,
free and happy. Family is an important pillar of society and marriage the film allows us to enter the aspirations and fears of today’s
is a must. The film poses this injunction as a fact without directly
Egyptian youth.
questioning its legitimacy.
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